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Assrnlcr
Explicit formulae are given relating the three sets of morphological elements for the
triclinic system: axial, projection and polar elements.

It has become customary, when reporting morphological data in the
literature, to record the values of certain characteristic constants or elements. For a triclinic crystal, the most general case, there are five, and
these are customarily computed in three different ways. This process
yields the axial elements (a, c, a, B, and 7),, the projection elements (16',
!o', Po', qo', and z), and the polar elements (Po, qo,tr, p, and z). While all
these values are given in modern references(such as the 7th edition of

Frc. 1. Triclinic axes and angles.

Dona's SystemoJ Mineralogy), the larger proportion of data in the literature provides only the axial elements,especially with respect to artifi.cial
compounds. Naturally, each element is explicitly expressiblein terms of
the elements of any other setl such expressionswould enable the crystallographer to transform from one set to another at his convenience.These
relationships have been derived and found very useful in this laboratory.
Since they do not appear to be published together anywhere, at least
within easy reach, it seemsworthwhile to record them here.
The elements listed above are described by means of two sketches,
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. For further definitions and relations, seethe Introduc60
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Frc. 2. Triclinic gnomonic projection.

tion to the System.rTwo additional constants are of great value in these
formulae. These are the components u1and r'2of the unit b-axis on the trand y-axes of Cartesian coordinates,respectivell'. The most useful transformation formulae are collectedin Table 1.
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l Palache, Berman
and Frondel, Daua,s System oJ Mineralogy, Tth ed., pp. 3-37;John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York (lg.fa). This section is reprinted from C. W.WoIIe, Am.
MineroJ., 26, 55-91 (1941).
2 The relation: sin
a:1/11r2a17;, is also useful, but is not used in this list because of
the ambiguity with regard to the quadrant of c.
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Projection elements:
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Polar elements:
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By appropriate substition of cv:?:90o, these formulae may be rewritten for the monoclinic system' Thus, u2:1 and ur vanishes' The results are so greatly simplified that they may be written down at once by
inspection of Table 1. The remaining systems become trivial.
The constants u1and u2&r€ s€€n to be very useful in the expressionof
these formulae. They are so much so in all calculations in this system
that the first step in any study of a triclinic crystal, once a particular
orientation is chosen, should be their evaluation. It is therefore urged
that or and u2be included in the description of a triclinic crystal' even at
the risk of increasing the bulk of data already recorded for this system.
Very briefly, the best approach to these formulae is described as folIows. W. L. Bonds has expressedthe components of the triclinic axes on
the laxesof Cartesian'coordinatesin terms of a matrix:
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The columns contain the r, y, and z components of the a, b, and c axes
respectively, ?1and u2are the constants already given by equations 1-4
of Table 1. The transposed reciprocal of this matrix is also given bv
Bond:
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Here the columns contain the cartesian components of the axes of the
reciprocal cell. The reciprocal axes have the ratio poiqo:rn(:1) and are
separatedby the interaxial anglestr, p and z. By matrix multiplication of
the reciprocal vectors (face normals) (001), (101), and (011) wittr Z-r,
their respective cartesian components are obtained. rf these vectors are
extended to the gnomonic projection plane (z: l), these components are
then simple functions of the projection elements. The polar elements are
then simply scaled down from the projection elements by the length of
the (001) vector (rg').
Suuuenv
Relationships have been derived among the three sets of triclinic elements, axial, projection and polar elements. These are given in a table
as a list of formulae. They are derived by a study of vectors in the reciprocal cell and their components on cartesian axes. rt is hoped that
they will be of use in triclinic calculations in general; for example: (1) to
derive projection elementsfrom referenceswhere only axial elementsare
given, for the purpose of making graphical measurementsand crystal
drawings; (2) to derive axial elementsfrom projection elementsobtained
from newly measured crystals, as a check against published data, or for
the preparation of new datal (3) to derive polar elements as a check
against r-ray data.

